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DETECT
UNDERSTAND
OPTIMIZE
THROUGH INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

HEALTH & PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT (HPM) CONNECTING NATURE - SCIENCE - AWARENESS & TECHNOLOGY
TO OPTIMIZE HEALTH & INCREASE
YOUR DOG’S PERFORMANCE.

DETECT - UNDERSTAND - OPTIMIZE
These are the terms that describe the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX. It aims to detect possible weaknesses in the body, subsequently
understand these, and optimise them with the help of specialists.
Two systems are used in the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX :
Infrared-B and coloured light, also known as frequency therapy or photobiomodulation (PBM).

Understanding the organism holistically
The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX combines modern, high-end technology with the latest findings in quantum physics together with Health
& Performance Management (HPM). The objective of the application is to meet the requirements of modern performance
management: Maintain physical health in the long term, intensify the relationship between a dog and its owner, and increase physical
performance.
With the Body-Energy-Solution & Technology, the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX is used to determine the current status of the energy flow
within the body. A detailed report shows which parts of the body are well and adequately supplied with energy, and which ones are
blocked.
How can possible weaknesses in the organism be detected with the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX? Imagine healthy cells that exchange
information correctly between each other. This exchange runs evenly, that is, at a constant frequency. If an interference field occurs
in the organism, this exchange of information is weakened. Possible interference fields can take the form of inflammations, muscular
tension, back and joint problems, bacteria, a lack of nutrients, and mental load such as stress. The originally constant frequency is
automatically off balance. These interference fields can be localized by the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX and visualized in the form of a report.
This is followed by an initial application of photobiomodulation (PBM) and infrared-B. After the initial application, you can see which
interruptions to the energy flow were eliminated in the short term, and which interference fields require a longer-term application.

Photobiomodulation (PBM)
Light is an essential ingredient for all life on earth. It is fundamentally important for health and is an important component of a
balanced lifestyle just as much as good, exercise, and sleep. Our vision is based on light, while vitamin D synthesis in our skin is
another example of a light-induced photochemical reaction. Light therapy is known as photobiomodulation (PBM), low-level light
therapy, or low-level laser therapy (LLLT). Natural light has been used for centuries to address problems, and modern light therapy
devices and technologies have been used for decades.
Photobiomodulation (PBM), which has been in use for the last 50 years, has an anti-inflammatory effect, a positive impact on wound
healing, and can increase muscle performance.

Health & Performance Management (HPM) for
performance
A dog’s holistic performance depends on many factors that are closely related to each other. The basic information
provided by the Energy Information System (EIS®) is the key to understanding this performance. This requires
attending vets and therapists to use the information as a supplement to their diagnosis and therapy, and for
trainers to use it during training. As a result, physical stress can be identified and treated in its earliest stages.

TOGETHER WITH THE ENVIRONMENT
The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX helps the dog’s own energy fields to recover and become harmonised. It is not therapy
within the meaning of medical treatment administered by a professional and should not be regarded as a
substitute for a vet. The Energy Information System (EIS®) application complements a medical diagnosis and
therapy but is not recognised by medical science.
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APPLICATION FOR
HEALTH AND TRAINING
Maintain long-term physical health
In the strictest sense of the term, health is the absence of an illness. For a dog, this means that despite the physical stresses caused by
training and competition, its body does not incur any long-term damage.
The greater the instinct to play or the required performance during training is, the greater even small complaints can impact mental and
physical performance. Many factors determine just how resilient an organism is: Regenerative capability, condition of the immune system,
activity levels of metabolic processes, or the use of self-healing capacities.
If the body and mind are balanced, the organism is healthy. Disturbances occur initially in the energetic field and manifest themselves after
some time in the form of physical problems. The Energy Information System (EIS®) evaluates these findings on a scientific basis.

SUPPORT OF THE MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS

MONITORING APPLICATION MEASURES

External symptoms may have invisible causes and this can be
indicated by disharmony in the energy fields.

The physical effectiveness of measures can be visualised.

In training: Sustainably promote performance
A healthy body is the basis of any athletic training. Once this is ensured, the training has the aim of
continuously increasing performance.
From psychosomatics, we know that two areas are closely connected:
The body and the psyche.
A positive impact can be achieved on fitness levels when both areas are trained to an equal extent. Balanced
energy management ensures that physical resources are utilized, but not consumed.

TRAINING THE BODY

TRAINING OF BEHAVIOR AND EXPERIENCE
(PSYCHE)

Physical mechanisms such as muscle building, metabolism,
cardiovascular systems.

Individual behavior such as concentration, motivation, stress
levels, willingness to learn.

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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Ensuring balanced energy management
When EQUUSIR talks about energy flow in the body and balanced energy fields, this refers to biochemical,
physical, and etheric processes. The applications affect both important metabolic processes as well as control
over the central nervous system. The high-quality and targeted supply of energy occurs in different forms of
energy, based on the individual results of the initial application.
At the heart of this is the strengthening of cellular energy1: This supports physical healing processes in the
event of illnesses and complaints, and increases performance potential during training. The starting point
for localizing weaknesses and application is always the energetic state of the individual body regions that are
measured and evaluated so they can subsequently be treated individually.

Common problem areas in dogs
The application areas of the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX range from ambitious competitive sports through supporting
valuable breeding, right up to supporting the general well-being of dogs. Thanks to their rapid and
comprehensive findings, vets use these application reports as support when examining acute and chronic
illnesses. Dog owners appreciate this contribution that the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX can make towards physical and
psychological regeneration in training or everyday life.

The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX can provide play a supporting role in
following indications:

1)
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RELIEVE ACUTE SYMPTOMS

Problems with skin and fur, muscular and joint diseases, the lymphatic
system, respiratory problems

DETECT CHRONIC ILLNESS

Allergies, general fluctuations in immunity and vitality, problems with the
skin and fur texture, rheumatism

PROACTIVELY
IDENTIFY WEAKNESSES

Cycle irregularities, aggression, fear, dominating behaviour, traumas

RESOLVE INTERFERENCE FIELDS

Muscular tension, neurological abnormalities, strengthening of the
muscular and motor system, fascias, and connective tissues

REGENERATION AFTER STRESS

After heavy strain or injuries, detoxification and breakdown of lactates in
the muscles, inflammation inhibition, wound healing, pain relief, stress
relief

Cell energy: The energy that is available in the cell to fulfil the cell’s task.

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX

THE PROCESS
OF AN APPLICATION SERIES
Application cycle
An application cycle consists of an initial application including an
initial report, directly followed by an initial stimulation application
and a follow-up report. Another stimulation application is
performed on the following day, which is then completed with
another follow-up report. Three applications on three consecutive
days are ideal, with a break of one day followed by another three
days, each with one application.
The initial application report is used as a reference and the

subsequent follow-up reports refer to the interference fields that
were identified until they are sufficiently resolved. The initial
application report identifies and visualizes the current status of
the interference fields and their energy distribution. The follow-up
report compares in which areas self-regulation has taken place, or
which interference fields have a more profound nature. Once most
of the interference fields have been resolved, a new application
cycle is started.
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Initial application

Part 1: Initial application
Each course of applications (application
cycle) starts with the initial application.
This takes two minutes. The objective is to
take a snapshot of current energy levels:
This identifies current interference fields,
highlights hidden problem areas, and
shows all parts of the body that are working
efficiently and are well supplied with energy.

Part 2: Initial report

tart
fore the s
Energy be

Initial report

min. + 10 %

The report divides the organism into seven areas. Each area is assigned a colour for orientation
purposes. The first page of the report shows a percentage evaluation of the current status of flow
of energy: 0% means that the energy flow is completely blocked; 100% means that the energy can
flow freely. The anatomical and mental areas where the energy flow is disrupted are listed in detail
on the following pages.

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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Part 3: Application
The initial stimulation application is started
after the initial application: This usually takes 20
minutes. It creates an important basis for working
continually on energy levels by differentiating
between interference fields that have already
been handled and current ones. The result can
be seen in the subsequent application and report
(this takes two minutes), which includes decisive
information about the dog’s energy balance.
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End of the application cycle
The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX completes a cycle
independently and proposes the start of a
new application cycle if either 28 days have
passed since the initial application, or if all
areas have reached an energy level of over 95%
(with respect to the starting point of the initial
application).

Part 4: Follow-up report
The follow-up report after the application has the same
structure as the initial report. It shows the energy level
as a percentage in each of the seven areas, and details
of all anatomical and mental regions.
During the subsequent application, the current status is
recorded in relation to the initial application. This shows
the progress that has been made in terms of energy
supply with regard to the interference fields from the
initial application.
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WHAT DOG OWNERS SAY ABOUT
THE EQUUSIR BEST-BOX:
“We are really impressed by the concept of the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX and can use it in parallel with our
dog behaviour therapy.”
Steve Kaye, dog trainer
Germany
“My Jack Russel ‘Lotta’ couldn’t wag her tail freely any more due to tension in her lumbar spine. Since
being treated in the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX, she can move her back freely, she carries her tail higher
and can move it in all directions.”
Markus with ‘Lotta’
Germany
“I’m impressed by the effectiveness of the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX! Following the treatment, I can see
an improvement in the illnesses that are typical for Shar-Peis: ear infections, itching, extreme hair loss
has improved, and the skin smells significantly better.”
Alina Vanessa
Germany
“The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX confirmed that my dog Auorita’s behavior was based on fear, not
aggression.”
Joséphine-Natalie with ‘Auorita’
Sweden
“The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX saved my dog Teddy’s life. We use the EQUUSIR BIOS-BLANKET in between
treatments.”
Christina with ‘Teddy’
Germany
“I was shocked by how much the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX showed me!”
Jonna with ‘Charlie’
Sweden

Effect on communication between body cells
Exchanging information between cells
The Body-Energy-Solution & Technology (BEST)-BOX works with the patient’s own
frequencies (vibrations): We know from biophysics that biochemical processes in the
body are controlled by an electromagnetic energy field. This energy field envelopes and
penetrates animals and humans.
Light can be conceived as a stream of tiny portions of energy called photons. Research
shows2 that DNA is a type of “electromagnetic antenna” that receives information and passes
it on to our cells3. Photons maintain communications between all living beings and their cells
by emitting phase-stable light (that is, light that is very steady and even) that
is stronger or weaker depending on the condition of the cell.

2)

WHAT IS A PHOTON?
A photon (from the Greek
phōtos meaning “light”)
is the smallest unit of
electromagnetic radiation
of a specific frequency, also
known as a light quantum or a
light particle. Each photon has
energy and moves at the speed
of light. A mass and an impulse
can be assigned to it. Photons
are produced in the atomic
shell by “quantum leaps”.

Particularly the work of German physicist Popp. 3) See ‘Die Biologie des Lichts’‘ [The Biology of Light]. Verlag Marco Pietteur.

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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Electromagnetic energy field
The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX works with electromagnetic vibrations/frequencies. These
frequencies can be separated into physiological (good, normal) and pathological (sick,
abnormal) frequencies. Since these frequencies are created in the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
depending on the situation, they can be adapted individually to the respective patient.
Pathological vibrations/frequencies can be inverted (mirror-inverted) in the organism with
the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX, which results in these pathological vibrations being weakened or
eliminated. This fact is based on the physical law that two vibrations/frequencies that are
precise mirror images of each other become weakened or eliminate each other.

Technical data from the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
All detection and calculation processes and application using infrared-B (deep heat) and
photobiomodulation (PBM) are contact-free, that is, they are non-invasive (penetrating).
For details, see www.equusir.com

CONNECTION:
Electricity 240 volt, 16 A
COLOR LIGHT & INFRARED-B:
Area color irradiator based on
sophisticated LED technology; 380 to
780 nm infrared-B (deep heat) with
high-quality ceramic emitter units;
Starts with 1,400 to 3,000 nm
REQUIREMENTS:
A frost-free and dry interior room.
Do not store in damp rooms!
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HEIGHT:
1,250 mm
WIDTH:
1,200 mm
DEPTH:
1,555 mm
Weight:
Approx. 230 kg

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX

Solar plexus center

Heart center

GLAND: PANCREAS

ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

GLAND: THYMUS GLAND

AWARENESS, TOPICS

ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

• Stress
• Diaphragm
• Stomach
• Intestine

Perception of one’s own
strength
Use of strength to a healthy
degree

• Spleen

• Power

• Liver

• Check

Skin
Connective tissue and fat

• Fur
• Muscles
Hoofs
Structure, condition

• Freedom
• Responsibility
• Personality
Basic trust prevents
uncertainties and panic
reactions

• Middle back
• Pancreas

Sacral center

GLAND: GONADS (TESTES, OVARIES)
ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

AWARENESS, TOPICS
• Appetite

• Internal sex organs
Female: Ovaries, vagina,
fallopian tubes, uterus
Male: Testes, epididymis, sperm
duct, prostate

• Food intake
• Sexuality
• Emotions

• Urinary organs
Kidneys, bladder, ureter

• Lumbar spine
• Tongue
• Mouth

Root center

GLAND: ADRENAL GLANDS
ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

• Skeletal system
Haunches, legs, knee, toes

• Excretory organs
Bladder, outer gender
characteristics, colon and
rectum

• Lymphatic system
• Blood
• Cell structure
• Rear legs
• Sacrum
• Caudal spine
• Teeth
• Nose

AWARENESS, TOPICS
• Dam
• Basic trust
• Security
• Sleeping location as a safe
place
• Sufficient food is available
• Trust in owner
Change of owner, caregiver

• Attack impulse overcome by
feelings of security

AWARENESS, TOPICS
• Accept hierarchy

• Respiratory organs
Lungs, bronchi

• Heart
Circulatory system

• Relationship with humans
and other animals
• Love

• Thoracic spine

• Define one’s own position
within the group

• Immune system

• Dealing with changes

Throat center

Ajna center

GLAND: THYROID GLAND
ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

• Ears
• Throat
Cervical spine, neck muscles

• Nuchal ligament

GLAND: PITUITARY GLAND

AWARENESS, TOPICS
• Listen to instinct

ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

AWARENESS, TOPICS
• Belonging to the group

• Communication

• Endocrine system

• Physical sensation

• Optimal interpretation of
environmental body signals

• Energy flow

• Well-developed instincts

• Eyes

• Shoulders

• Playful appearance,
effortless self-expression

• Front legs

• Openness

• Metabolism

• Friendliness

Head center

GLAND: PINEAL GLAND
ORGAN SYSTEMS, BODILY
FUNCTIONS

AWARENESS, TOPICS
• Physical father

• Central nervous system

• Direction in life

• Pain sensation

• Well-developed social
integration
• Interpret instincts
• Identify actual dangers
• Recognize authority
• Take learning steps

EQUUSIR
BESTBOX

BODY ENERGY
SOLUTION &
TECHNOLOGY

www.equusir.com

MAKING CELLS VIBRATE
CORRECTLY
Light affects the cell nucleus
Researchers such as Fritz A. Popp addressed the questions of how the human organism and all other biological
systems work, how they are supplied with energy, and how communication between cells works. For Popp,
light is the key to communication for all living beings. Research based on over 1,700 experiments shows that
the DNA of the living cell can communicate with the DNA of neighboring cells by transmitting energy and
information in the form of light4. This light results from the movement of photons.

Emission

Electron
Nucleus

Absorption of a photon

Initial state

Photon

Excited state (quantum
leap)

The effect of photons
If an atom is supplied energy in the form of light or heat, outer electrons enter into an energetically higher state.
The electrons do not remain in this higher energy state, but return to their initial state without any external
influence within the shortest space of time (approximately 10 billionths of a second). In doing so, they release the
energy that they previously absorbed in the form of light.

HEALTH IS ADAPTABILITY
Health is the organism’s ability to regulate itself at all times. It
responds constantly, sensitively, and flexibly to all challenges
posed by environmental signals, thereby ensuring its
functioning. By integrating these stimuli, it is constantly evolving.
Cells, cell structures, body tissues, and organs exchange
information through vibrations: This results in an individual
vibrational pattern.

4)

ILLNESS IS THE DISHARMONY OF THESE
VIBRATIONS
Cells that are not in line with the physiological vibrations are
the cause of illness and physical discomfort. Illness has its
own vibration/frequency. In addition to the associated tissue
changes, metabolic disorders, and subjective complaints,
each illness always means disorder in the information that is
exchanged between the cells in the body.

Leonard Laskow, Healing with Love

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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The body responds to a signal that is useful to the body within fractions of
a second because it resonates with the frequencies.
Informative Medizin, 1999

Dr. W. Backes

Light activates self-healing powers
Indian researcher into colour light Dinshah Ghadiali5 compares the body to a prism. The cells split the light into its
basic parts, utilizing the light energy they need for their energetic balance. We use this principle in two aspects in
the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX:
1. To compensate for the energy deficit (= photon deficit)
2. To remove disturbances to cell communications (in the vibration/frequency range)
Living cells usually emit a constant flow of photons. If a virus penetrates a cell, this flow is changed.
Each physical or psychological trauma causes disorder, disruption, or an interruption to the flow of energy.
This results in the receptors of the cells losing the information and is the manifest indication of an “illness.”
As a countermeasure, this information should be restored and the cell should be recalibrated. The cell can then
recover its equilibrium and the organs are able to fulfil their assigned tasks.

Deflection

Vibrations influence each other:
Each cell has its own vibration and is influenced by the vibrations
of its neighboring cells.

Time

Cell vibration
Changed cell vibration
Resulting vibration

SUPPLYING ENERGY IN THE FORM OF
INFRARED-B

VIBRATIONS IN THE FORM OF
PHOTOBIOMODULATION (PBM)

If the cell is exposed to flows of photons, access to the cell is
facilitated. Here, the cell works as a relay for its neighboring
cells, which in turn act as a relay (comparable to a switch) for
their neighboring cells, and so on. This enables order to be
restored to all points that were disrupted and suffered from
imbalanced vibrations.

Both the photon energy supply and the whole spectrum of
visible colored rays are an excellent measure here, since each
change to a vibration/frequency triggers a chain reactions
of vibrations and vibrational changes. Photobiomodulation
(PBM) can have a positive resonance effect on cells and
prevent incorrect vibrational potential from spreading to the
surrounding area.

Indian doctor Dinshah P. Ghadiali (1873 - 1966) created the first comprehensive color light therapy system. Much of what is known in modern color therapies about the effects of
colors is established in Dinshah’s research work.

5)
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QUANTUM PHYSICS
EXPLAINS THE EFFECT
Light is a wave and a particle
At the beginning of our century, Albert Einstein at the Max-Planck Institute proposed the theory that light
consists of tiny energy energy packets (quanta6) that are absorbed by materials and released again. Light has
aspects of both particles and waves. It depends on the type of measurement whether light presents itself as a
particle (photon) or as a wave. By definition, a particle is something localized, such as a wave that has shrunk
down to a dot, while a wave is characterized by its spatial expansion.

The language of cells
Soviet scientists Semjon P. Schurin, Wlail P. Kasnaschejew, and Ludmilla Michailowa confirmed over the course
of 5,000 experiments that living cells transmit information through photons.
Living cells usually emit a constant flow of photons. Photons are suitable for providing us very quickly with
information and disclosing the presence of a virus before this results in harmful degeneration.

Infrared: > 780 nm
The greater a photon’s
energy is, the greater
its frequency. Since
blue light has a
frequency that is
almost twice as large
as that of red light,
this means that blue
light has almost twice
as much energy as red
light.

Orange: 600 nm
Yellow: 582 nm
Green: 515 nm
Blue: 476 nm
Purple: 430 nm
Ultraviolet: < 390 nm

LIGHT AS A PARTICLE

LIGHT AS A WAVE

Photons are light quanta, the physically smallest elements of
light. Prof. Fritz Popp talks about bio-photons when photons are
emitted by living cells and do not originate from sunlight.

Researchers all over the world have confirmed in numerous
experiments that body cells emit light. It appears that this light
supports a type of radio communication whose signals can
pass on information to plant, animal, and human organisms,
and control biological processes far more quickly and efficiently
than is possible via biochemical channels.

Photons can penetrate into the cell nucleus due to their ordered
state. The cell nucleus with all life information is the most
important recipient of the photon energy and its information
(frequencies).

6)

Red 642 nm

Quantum = Particle that is created by a change of state (usually energy).

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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Cells that are attacked by various illnesses or aggressors have different
radiation properties.
Russian scientist

Semjon P. Schurin7

Removing regulatory disorders
Actual illness occurs only if the organism is no longer capable of handling disorders by itself and can no longer
regulate them.
•

A healthy organism is held together as a flexible whole of the photon field:
Its absorption capacity for signals from the environment and its ability to adapt to these, which it
uses for stabilization, are at a maximum.

•

A sick organism, on the other hand, cannot react optimally to such signals.
It is not able to learn and is destabilized by them. Measurements have referred to these regulatory
disorders and established that the electrodynamic field is more dynamic in healthy subjects.

COLOR SPECTRUM OF THE EQUUSIR LED SPECTRAL LIGHT LAMPS
Sensitivity of the human eye
100%

Color spectrum of the EQUUSIR LED spectral light lamps

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
400 nm

450 nm

500 nm

550 nm

600 nm

650 nm

700 nm

ABSORBING VIBRATIONS

CHANGING AND RETURNING VIBRATIONS

The extremely high capability of regulation is owed to its high
speed, such as a light speed of approx. 300,000 kilometers per
second. Each disruption to the photon field travels at light speed
throughout the entire organism and, in this way, regulates the
system with feedback and also structures it in this way.

Since order in any system is not maintained by itself, individual
photons constantly have to report each disorder that occurs to
the outside. Due to this constant consumption of energy, it is
extremely important that the cells constantly receive sufficient
supplies of energy (by photons).

In a series of over 5,000 experiments, Russian scientists Wlail P. Kasnatschejew, Semjon P. Schurin, and Ludmilla Michailowa from the Medical University of Nowosibirsk proved
that communication between cells takes place based on electromagnetic waves, photons, in the ultraviolet range.

7)
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THE DOG AND ITS HUMAN
IN BALANCE
A new way of managing health
We pursue two goals in health management:
Maintaining the health of your dog in the long term whilst
continuously expanding its performance limits.
We support you and your dog in therapy as well as in training with
the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX, BIOS, and BIONIC systems.
On the one hand, the causes of physical complaints can be tracked
down by means of targeted work with high-quality forms of energy
(e.g. infrared, photobiomodulation (PBM) or electromagnetic
pulses), and on the other, preventive measures can be taken to avoid
consequential damage.

IN USE
All EQUUSIR systems are designed to support
the healing process by adjusting the balance of
energy. BIONIC regulates the acid-base balance,
BIOS controls the activity level, and the BEST-BOX
allows interference fields to be precisely localized
and resolved step by step.

The dog should be able to retrieve its physical resources
optimally.

IN TRAINING

Energy Information System (EIS®)
as the scientific basis
The Energy Information System (EIS®) addresses the conversion of
energy in living structures. The central questions are:
How are the cells are supplied with energy, and how does the
individual control the conversion of energy into performance?

A healthy dog is the basis of any athletic
training. The EQUUSIR systems help to exceed
performance limits and to ensure the optimal
training effect through proper regeneration.
Physical mechanisms such as muscle building,
metabolism, cardiovascular and lymphatic
systems, as well as individual behaviour such as
concentration, willingness to achieve, and stress
level can be influenced in a targeted way.

The natural energy balance ensures that an individual can retrieve
the potential of their physical and mental resources. Optimum
performance behaviour occurs when physical resources are fully
available. Tension, blocked joints or digestive problems, for example,
can inhibit performance.

EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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The EQUUSIR BEST-BOX analyses whether
the energy flow is disrupted and eliminates
interference fields.
Founder, EQUUSIR Research & Development

Gerold Reinwald

PHYSICAL RESOURCES
These mechanisms can be identified and
graphically displayed.
The physical potential depends on the energy
in the body. If the natural flow of energy is
blocked, the full performance potential can
no longer be exploited. The result is muscular
tension, irregular breathing, and digestive
problems.

ENERGY INFORMATION
SYSTEM (EIS®) IS THE

KEY

The Energy Information
System (EIS®) makes a
new way of increasing
performance possible:
Exploiting physical and
mental resources without
consuming them.

MENTAL RESOURCES
Individual behaviour can be observed and
experienced.
An attentive owner knows their dog’s
behavioural problem areas. Lack of
concentration, lack of willingness to perform,
and disobedience have a direct impact on
performance. However, superficially incorrect
behaviour is all too often a result of physical
complaints.

In the scientific study we carried out in 2017
on the impact of the EQUUSIR BEST-BOX, we
were able to show positive influences over the
vegetative nervous system.
Vet / Institute of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology, Medical
University of Graz

Mag. med. vet. Georg Racic
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ENCOURAGE
PERFORMANCE
ALL AROUND

THE BEST FOR YOUR DOG

Whether in therapy or training, BIONIC, BIOS, and BEST-BOX support dogs and their humans
with performance management.

EQUUSIR
BIONIC

TARGETED ENERGY
LEVEL CONTROL

TARGETED PERFORMANCE
CONTROL

Concentration and performance
capability are also unconsciously
controlled in humans via the autonomic
nervous system. The EQUUSIR BIOS
VEST provides the right electromagnetic
pulses for bringing the vital functions
and the hormone system into the right
state of performance between tension
and relaxation.

Whether it’s for increasing concentration
before events and work, for relaxing
after moving, or for activation before
daily training: Vital functions such as
circulation, muscle tone, and breathing
determine whether your dog’s body
is ready to perform or is able to
regenerate. Natural control takes place
via the autonomic nervous system –
under the controlled influence of the
pulses of the EQUUSIR BIOS-BLANKET.

100%
NATURAL
DOG CARE

DISINFECT,
REGENERATE
AND CARE
The EQUUSIR BIONIC care products
are based on electrolytically polarized
mountain spring water and are cellular.
They destroy harmful germs and
pathogens from the inside, and act
upon the acid-base balance of the cell.
They are manufactured using a highly
specialized electrolysis process, and are
completely free of side effects.

Simply order online
The world of EQUUSIR is just a click away. Many case studies and detailed
reports provide further insight into our work for dogs and their humans.
Discover our products and find out more about their effect.
Many of the EQUUSIR products are also available via our website.

www.equusir.com
EQUUSIR BEST-BOX
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